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In this paper, we investigate whether the interconnection of power grids with 100% renewable
energy generation can bring greater economic benefits now that the technology exists for high power,
long distance Ultra High Voltage Direct Current transmission. Based on multi-year historical weather data
and demand series, this study compares eight interconnection schemes for three regional grids in Europe,
North-East Asia, and North America where there is around 8-hour time difference between any of the two
regions. Sensitivity analyses are presented with respect to infrastructure capital cost and different weather
year which show that interconnection yields a reduction of approximately 18% in the total annual system
cost. The results in this paper also indicate that the regional levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) drops by
31%, 10%, and 10% for Europe, North-East Asia and North America, respectively. It is concluded that there
is a strong incentive through both annual cost saving and regional LCOE drop in favour of full long-distance
interconnections between the three regions in the context of the international drive towards a net-zero strategy.

ABSTRACT

Transcontinental electricity interconnection, ultra high voltage direct current (UHVDC),
renewable energy sources, electricity storage, economic analysis, time difference dependent complementary
characteristics, sensitivity analysis.
INDEX TERMS

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE current transformation of electrical power grids has
been driven by the desire to reduce carbon emissions
and has seen a growing proportion of ‘renewable’, especially
wind and solar based [1], [2]. Ever more demanding targets
for lower carbon emissions raise the prospect of an electricity
sector that could be 100% renewable energy sourced [3], [4]
but the recent development of ultra-high voltage (UHV)
transmission [5], [6] brings the potential for long distance
international interconnection [7], [8].
Many studies examined whether expected demand could
be matched by high penetration renewable energy (RE), from
national scope [9]–[12] to regional scope [13]–[17], from
only power sector [9], [10], [12]–[17] to all energy sectors [3], [4], [18], [19]. The feasibility and viability of such a
clean system was discussed comprehensively in [20], [21].
Most studies incorporated the full year hourly dispatch to
better accommodate volatile powers from RE sources based
on a weather-driven modelling approach. Long-distance

transmission raises the possibility of alleviating the fluctuation and intermittency of RE sources by utilizing the smoothing and complementary effects of a large geographical scale.
The concept of grid interconnections was proposed in
the early 1980s [22] and there were relevant slow developments [23]–[25] where simplified methodologies were
normally employed. In recent years, developments in High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) power transmissions have
given a new impetus to this idea [5], [6], [26]. The interconnector investments for integrating variable RE in Europe
at hourly temporal resolution has been estimated [27], [28].
In [29] the challenges and opportunities of exporting renewable generation from Russia to Europe has been examined.
Three potential routes for connecting Europe with China
and the techno-economic analysis of connecting Europe with
North America via a submarine power cable were studied
in [30], [31]. The backbone grid scenarios from a global
perspective as well as regional schemes were released by
GEIDCO [32], e.g., the North America transmission proposal
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was reported recently [33]. Practical EuroAsia interconnector
linking Israel to Europe is under construction [34]. A review
on the benefits and challenges of global power grids was
provided in [35]. Recently, the feasibility of global electricity
network structured in 13 regions was comprehensively studied by CIGRE Working Group C1.35 [36]. Nevertheless, the
penetration of RE in electricity systems above is relatively
low and it would be a different story for a 100% RE in
the future. The ‘Desertec’ plan for connecting Europe with
Mediterranean region was proposed in [13]. Additionally,
the feasibility of powering Europe and America with 100%
renewable energy has been studied respectively [15], [16].
Both considered the regional grid interconnections and conducted their analysis at high spatial and temporal resolution.
So far, however, very few studies explore the economic benefits of multi-continental grid interconnections with 100% RE
supply using mass detailed statistics of weather data at high
spatial resolution.
Recognising that Europe, North-East Asia (NE_Asia), and
North America (N_America) are the three major continental load centers in Europe, Asia and America and the time
difference between any two of them is around 8 hours, long
distance UHVDC technology now makes the interconnection
technically possible. This study aims to investigate whether
the interconnection between 100% RE based power grids
in Europe, NE_Asia, and N_America can make economic
sense (see Table 4 in Appendix for detailed geographical
scope). Solar photovoltaics (PV), onshore and offshore wind,
and hydro generation along with storage systems are considered to power the three-region system, which are commonly
recognized as the most important energy sources by several
independent research groups [3], [4], [11], [12], [17]. The
major contributions include:

(e.g. [14], [16]). In this study, multi-year historical hourly
demand series and monthly hydro generation as well as
alternatively representative series for long-term planning are
retrieved from official websites and used to generate regional
representative demand and hydro series.

A. GENERATION OF DETAILED RENEWABLE
GENERATION SERIES DATA

F. ASSESSMENT OF 3-REGION INTERCONNECTION
BENEFITS WITH RESPECT TO AROUND 8-HOUR
TIME DIFFERENCE

A number of studies concerning 100% RE used the weather
data to generate RE power series (e.g. [9], [10]), however,
hardly any of them produce the series based on mass raw
data at high temporal and geographical resolution (0.25◦ ×
0.25◦ ) for up to seven years. To obtain the regional profiles of hourly RE generation, we convert 7-year historical
weather data within NE_Asia, Europe, and N_America (consisting of nearly 64000 raster cells overall) into solar, onshore
and offshore wind power series, respectively. Using two
weight-based aggregation formulas and one density-based
cluster algorithm, we sort, select and aggregate the power
series in raster cells with 50% highest capacity factor into
regional series and further select the representative series for
each month.
B. GENERATION OF DETAILED DEMAND AND
HYDRO SERIES DATA

Hitherto electricity demand series were mainly generated
by either scaling historical statistics of a single year
(e.g. [15], [17]) or calculating based on synthetic load data
VOLUME 8, 2021

C. MINIMUM ANNUAL SYSTEM COST OPTIMIZATION
MODEL WITH THE DETAILED SERIES DATA

With minimum annual system cost, an optimization model
incorporating power dispatch to determine the additional
capacities of transmission interconnectors, electricity storage
systems, and RE sources is constructed based on the existing
installations in 2030 and the expected demands in 2050.
Hourly power balance between supply and demand during
12 months (each with four weeks) in the whole system of
Europe, NE_Asia, and N_America is selected to represent
fully hourly modelling of the entire year.
D. EVALUATION OF INTERCONNECTION SCHEMES
BETWEEN THE 3 REGIONS

A few studies looking into transcontinental electricity interconnection have recently appeared [16], [31], however, none
of them investigated the different interconnection schemes
among three major load centers in the world. Eight schemes
are compared from the perspectives of system annual costs
and regional levelized cost of electricity in this study.
E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analysis is conducted from two aspects to investigate the robustness of the results: 1) by varying infrastructure
capital cost per unit and 2) by using different individual
weather year.

There is around an 8-hour time difference between any two
of the 3 regions, and this complementary characteristic is
investigated for the first time in this paper.
Section II below shows how the detailed generation and
demand time series are generated. Section III shows the
minimum annual system cost optimization model incorporating power dispatch to determine the additional capacities of transmission interconnectors, storage systems, and
RE sources together with a sensitivity analysis. Section IV
presents the results and analysis with our conclusions in
Section V. Table 4 ∼ 12 and Figure 4 ∼ 6 are shown in the
Appendix.
II. BASIC DATA
A. HOURLY TIME SERIES OF WIND/SOLAR POWER

Hourly available power of wind/solar powers are converted
from historical weather data based on a similar method
to that proposed in [37] using ‘Atlite’ and widely applied
in [9], [17], [38], [39]. All the data processing in this section
269

are coded with Python on an IntelCore-i5-8300H/2.3GHz
personal laptop with 8G memory.
1) DOWNLOADING WEATHER DATASETS

Seven-year (2011-2017) historical weather data with spatial
resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ (approximate 31km × 31km)
and temporal resolution of 1 hour is taken from ERA5
datasets, produced by the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)[40]. The water depth
of the marine area is obtained from the General Bathymetric
Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) [41]. As a result, there
will be a total of 12455 (1566 in marine area) raster cells for
Europe, those for NE_Asia and N_America are 24032 (915)
and 27246 (1541), respectively.
The mass weather data are downloaded for each sub-area
instead of the whole region, i.e. each country in Europe,
each province in NE_Asia or each state in N_America, based
on the high-resolution geographical shape files of administrative boundaries from the Database of Global Administrative Areas (GADM) [42] and Natural Earth dataset [43].
Downloading seven-year weather data for Europe, NE_Asia
and N_America including marine areas takes about 80 h,
125 h, and 144 h respectively through official Climate Data
Store Application Program Interface (CDS API), which takes
up approximately 393Gb, 450Gb and 422Gb of the storage
space.
2) CONVERTING AND AGGREGATING OF DATA

In each sub-area, the seven-year historical weather data is first
converted to wind and solar power series in each raster cell.
Next, 50% of the raster cells with highest average seven-year
capacity factors (CF) are sorted, selected, and aggregated into
5 groups with an interval of 10%. This takes around 10h, 21h,
and 20h for Europe, NE_Asia, and N_America, respectively.
The converted power series are then aggregated to sub-area
level as (1). It is assumed that 0-10% and 10%-20% of the
raster cells with highest average CF are weighted by 0.3,
20%-30% of the cells with highest CF are weighted by 0.2,
and last 30%-40% and 40%-50%of the cells are weighted by
0.1 [16].
X5
pr,s,i,t
)t ∈ [1, Tmax ]
(1)
cf Sr,s,t =
wSi (
i=1
cr,s,i
where pr,s,i,t is the aggregated power of group i in sub-area s
of region r at hour t for each RE technology and cr,s,i is the
aggregated capacity. wSi and cf Sr,s,t are the weight and equivalent CF series for sub-area s of region r, respectively. Tmax =
61320 represents the total number of hours for 7 years.
Thereafter, the hourly power series are actually expressed
as CF time series.

with 5 MW at 90 m was employed to generate offshore power
series, whose power curve is obtained from wind turbine
repository from open platform [44]. The original power curve
is further improved to account for the smoothing effects of
wind speed within each cell by Gaussian kernel [37].
A CdTe-based PV model with fixed tilt angle optimized
by the cell’s latitude was chosen to generate solar power,
which is presented by Huld [45] to estimate the energy yield
of PV modules based on irradiance and temperature. See reference [38] for more details about wind and solar converting
model.
4) INSTALLING POTENTIAL OF SUB-AREA

In each sub-area, it is assumed that up to 6% of the land area
can be covered by PV cells and 10% of the marine area can be
covered by offshore wind farms, while only 4% for onshore
wind farms due to the societal constraints [4].
The installation density of onshore, offshore wind turbines
and PV cells are assumed to be 10 MW/km2 , 10 MW/km2 ,
and 81.8 MW/km2 , respectively [3], [39]. Additionally, offshore wind turbines are restricted to installation on sites with
maximum 50m sea depth [15], [17]. The results are shown
in Table 5.
5) REGIONAL POWER SERIES

The equivalent regional power series (Europe, NE_Asia, and
N_America) are calculated by the weighted sum of equivalent CF series of sub-areas, taking installing potential as the
weight.
XNr
cf Rr,t =
wRr,s cf Sr,s,t t ∈ [1, Tmax ] (2)
(2)
s=1

wRs denotes

where
the weight, expressed as the installing
potential of sub-area s over the total potential in region r; cf Rr,t
is the equivalent CF series for region r that consists of Nr subareas.Tmax represents the total number of hours for 7 years.
6) REPRESENTATIVE TIME SERIES OF EACH MONTH

Four-week long hourly power series, starting from Monday,
are sampled from the equivalent 7-year power series and then
classified for each month. For example, in January of 2011,
there is one piece of hourly power series for PV cells and
there will be total of 7 series in 7 years for January. Therefore,
a total of 12 month sets, each with 7 elements are formed.
A popular density-based clustering method, called
DBSCAN [46], is employed to select one representative
power series for each month based on the average CF of
each series. By this stage, the representative power series of
onshore wind, offshore wind, and solar PV in each month for
Europe, NE_Asia, and N_America are finally derived.
B. HOURLY TIME SERIES OF HYDRO POWER

3) WIND AND SOLAR CONVERTING MODEL

The Enercon E-101 model of wind turbines with rated capacity of 3050 kW and 150 m hub height was used to generate
onshore wind power series and the NREL Reference Turbine
270

As hydro power is less fluctuating and intermittent than
solar/wind power and also for the sake of simplicity, we consider hourly hydro power as dispatchable within the available maximum hydro power capacity of a particular month.
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We assume that the available maximum hydro power capacity
is a constant during each entire month and it varies over the
months depending on the seasons and climate conditions.
Ten-year (2010-2019) historical monthly hydro generation
for each sub-area in Europe, NE_Asia and N_America are
downloaded from official archives (see Table 6). Using the
previous cluster algorithm, the representative monthly generation curve (normalized) is obtained for each sub-area.
Based on the assumptions that the CFs of hydro generation
in 2050 are similar to those in 2017 and the installed capacities are treated as the weight, regional hydro power series are
formed.
The monthly and annual capacity factors of the above four
technologies in each region are summarized in Table 7.
C. HOURLY TIME SERIES OF DEMAND

Representative one-year demand series for every Europe
countries are from Ten-Year Network Development Plan published by ENTSO-E in 2018. Four-year (2016-2019) hourly
demand series for states in the United States are from Energy
Information Administration, for provinces in Canada are
from local Electricity System Operator (ESO) or adjacent
ESO.
Due to the paucity of demand data for every province in
China, the method proposed by [9] was employed to generate multi-year hourly demand series based on the monthly
demand in 2017 and representative one-day demand series
at province level, where Gaussian noise and spline interpolation are applied. For Japan, three-year (2017-2019) hourly
demand series were gathered from 9 major power companies’
websites and then aggregated on a country level. There is no
hourly demand series publicly available for South Korea. It
is assumed that the pattern of the demand profile is similar
to that in Japan as both are advanced industrialised countries
and share similar load characteristics; moreover, the South
Korea’s electricity consumption takes up only 4% of the total
energy consumption in NE_Asia [4], thus such assumption
would have limited impact. Likewise, the demand series in
North Korea, Russia Far East and Mongolia are assumed to be
similar to that of their adjacent Jilin, Heilongjiang and Inner
Mongolia in China, respectively.
The sources of historical statistics, along with representative demand series serving for long-term planning for Europe
and NE_Asia are listed in Table 6.
Based on gathered demand series for the sub-areas and
projected electricity consumption in 2050 including transmission & distribution loss [4], the final regional representative
demand series are obtained as previously.
D. KEY PARAMETERS AND FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS

The expected installed capacities of RE technologies in 2030,
the potential installed capacities and the projected annual
demands in 2050 are shown in Table 5. Information about
the interconnections among three regions, e.g. locations, distances, types, and transmission losses as well as HVDC transmission interconnector costs are summarized in Table 8 and
VOLUME 8, 2021

Table 9. The financial assumptions and key parameters
of each technology are listed in Table 10. It should be
emphasized herein that the relatively lower projected cost
data are used for Solar and Energy Storage, compared
to [47]–[49] while the cost data used for UHVDC are taken
from recent projects and assumed to be unchanged in the
future. Such assumptions for cost data would encourage more
local installations of solar and energy storage rather than
transmission interconnectors, which will lead to conservative results for interconnections, i.e. lower interconnection
capacities.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
A. MODELLING OF RE SOURCES, ELECTRICITY
STORAGE SYSTEMS, AND TRANSMISSION
INTERCONNECTORS

In order to introduce hourly dispatch of the three-region
system into planning model, it is essential to model the operations of commissioned technologies to supply power.
For an electricity system with 100% RE supply, dispatching the power from RE sources whose available outputs rely
heavily on the availability of natural resources [50], a basic
requirement is to satisfy the demand.
avi
pRE
t,i,j,z ≤ Pt,i,j,z

(3)

avi
where pRE
t,i,j,z , Pt,i,j,z represent the actual (dispatched) and
available power at time t from RE type i during the representative week of month j in region z, respectively.
Deployment of an electricity storage system may contribute to accommodating volatile RE generation [51], [52].
The electricity stored in a certain period, associated with
those of its adjacent periods, should meet the requirement of
state of charge (SoC). Also, the storage system is assumed to
recover its initial SoC when a dispatch cycle ends.

.
ch
dis


Et,j,z = (1 − τ )Et−1,j,z + (pt,j,z ηch − pt,j,z ηdis )1t
(4)
E0,j,z = ET ,j,z


γ min ψ st ≤ E
max
st
≤γ
ψ
z

pch
t,j,z

t,j,z

z

pdis
t,j,z

where
and
represent the charging and discharging
powers of the storage at time t during month j in region z.
ηch and ηdis are the charging and discharging efficiency.1t
denotes the time interval. Et,j,z , Et−1,j,z , E0,j,z , and ET ,j,z are,
respectively, the electricity stored at times t, t-1, 0, and T (the
total hours) in region z, and ψzst is the installed capacity. γ min
and γ max are the minimum and maximum SoC.
A complete HVDC interconnector normally consists of
a DC transmission line and two converter stations. Taking
the power loss along HVDC line and converter stations into
account, both the transmission interconnectors are modelled
as follows.


start
li
te
pend
=
p
[1
−
δ
L
+
δ
]
(5)
z,n
t,j,z,n
t,j,z,n
end
where pstart
t,j,z,n and pt,j,z,n denote, respectively, the powers at
the starting and ending points of the transmission interconnector at time t during month j with the transfer occurring
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TABLE 1. Additional annual costs and regional LCOE of eight schemes.

from region z to region n. Lz,n and δ li are the length of
transmission interconnector between region z and region n,
and the transmission loss correspondingly. δ te is the power
conversion loss in converter stations.
B. PLANNING MODEL COUPLED WITH DISPATCH

An integrated optimization model to determine the regional
additional capacities of RE sources, storage systems and
transmission interconnectors among Europe, NE_Asia, and
N_America is proposed, which incorporates hourly dispatch
of these facility assets in the whole three-region system. The
base year and target year are 2030 and 2050, respectively.
The total investment in all additional facilities since 2030 is
calculated using the demands of 2050 (assuming no existing
transmission interconnectors and large-scale storage systems
in 2030). The total cost, expressed as annual cost, consists
of a) the annualized overnight capital costs, b) fixed operation and maintenance costs and c) variable operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs. The objective function is shown
in (6). The constraints include installed capacity limits, power
balance, and output limits of facilities.
P var
)
(P
[ i,z (CRF i ψ i,z ωi,z + ∅fix
∅i pt,i,z ]
i ψi,z ωi,z ) +
t,i,z
min
P
+[ I ∈ (CRF I ψ I ωI + ∅fix
ψ
ω
)]
I
I
I
(6)
where CFRi is the capital recovery factors of RE technologies, and energy storage systems, calculated as (7). ψi,z and
ωi,z denote the installed capacity and capital cost per unit
var
of technologies in region z. ∅fix
i and ∅i are the fixed and
variable operational and maintenance expenditure of technology i. pP
t,i,z is the power output of technology i in region z at
time t. I ∈ (CRF I ψ I ωI + ∅fix
I ψI ωI ) are the interconnector
related costs where I denotes an interconnector between a certain pair of regions and  is a set including all interconnection
routes.

CRF i = WACC(1 + WACC)y [(1 + WACC)y − 1]

(7)

where a weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 7% is
set to all technologies and y denotes lifetime.
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. COMPARISON OF EIGHT INTERCONNECTION
SCHEMES

Eight schemes based on different interconnection scenarios
between Europe, NE_ASIA, and N_America, are compared
in terms of total annual system cost and regional LCOE in
this study. Table 1 summarizes the additional annual costs
along with LCOE. The proposed installed capacities and
cost breakdowns are summarized in Table 11 and Table 12.
Regional LCOE is calculated using (8)-(11).
X
X
FzRE =
(CRF i ψ i,z ωi,z + ∅fix
∅var
i ψi,z ωi,z ) +
i pt,i,z
i

t,i

(8)
Fze

=

Fzline =
LCOE z =

X 
Xi
n

e e
CRF i ψi,z
ωi,z

e e
+ ∅fix
i ψi,z ωi,z

annual
0.59z,n

export

(9)
(10)

FzRE + Fzline + Fze
Ezdemand + Ez



import

(11)

− Ez

e and ωe are the existing installed capacity and capwhere ψi,z
i,z
ital cost per unit of technology i in 2030. Fze and Fzline are the
annual costs of existing RE and interconnectors belonging to
region z, respectively. It should be clarified that the annual
cost of existing RE sources is calculated using the capital cost
in 2030. It is assumed that two regions being connected share
the investment costs of transmission interconnector evenly,
annual represents the discounted
calculated by (9), where 9z,n
annual cost of the transmission interconnector connecting
export
import
region z and region n. Ez
and Ez
are the annul accumulated export and import electricity.
In Table 1, from both the perspectives of the whole system
and regional system, the interconnection will yield a reduction for all cost metrics. Specifically, the interconnection will
decrease the annual cost of the whole system by up to 18%
in scheme 5 and 7, and also decrease the LCOE of Europe,
NE_Asia, and N_America by around 31%, 10% and 10%,
respectively. The reason why the annual cost decreases is that
the interconnection reduces the overall installations of RE
sources and storage systems in the grids (Table 12). Besides,
the scheme that has lower annual cost does not mean a lower
regional LCOE for all the regions because the calculation of
VOLUME 8, 2021
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FIGURE 1. Hourly power in the whole three region system (a segment of 24 hours).
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LCOE further involves regional electricity import and export,
as well as existing installations in 2030.
In addition, Scheme 5 and Scheme 7 have similar results
in every cost metric, which indicates the interconnection
between Europe and N_America plays a less important role
in cost reductions. Although the annual cost of Scheme 7 is
0.07% higher than that of Scheme 5, Scheme 7 is selected
as the optimal scheme considering its more supply options
at minor additional costs. It is observed that N_America has
lowest LCOE (47.2 $/MWh) before interconnection compared to Europe (69.5 $/MWh) and NE_Asia (52.9 $/MWh),
the value will drop to 42.3 $/MWh after transmission interconnectors are in place, which shows a win-win situation for
all the participants. Additionally, investment in transmission
interconnectors takes up only a small share out of the total
annual cost, less than 10% in most schemes. Last, schemes
with at least two interconnections perform better in terms of
the annual cost reductions than those with only a single one.
B. EXCHANGE OF HOURLY POWER AND
MONTHLY ELECTRICITY

Hourly power contributions from different technologies
under Scheme 7 and Scheme 0 are shown in Fig. 1 where
Fig. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) are for Scheme 7 on 4th Dec,
Scheme 0 on 1st July, Scheme 7 on 1st July, respectively.
Three bars in each time interval corresponds to the powers
in Europe, NE_Asia, and N_America (from left to right),
respectively, and time series are expressed as UTC+00.
It can be observed that a large share of energy supply for
NE_Asia comes from solar PV thanks to the widely use of
storage system that can shift surplus electricity. In contrast,
Europe mainly utilizes electricity from onshore wind generation as there are abundant wind resources (higher CF) and
onshore infrastructure cost is cheaper than that of offshore;
also Europe locates generally at a higher latitude than the
other two regions, thus less daytime for solar generation and
lower regional CF.
Further insights can be found by analyzing the power
interactions among three regions. As in Fig. 1 (c), during
daytime of NE_Asia (2 am-11 am) in July, PV cells work at
full capacity to generate electricity that is more than needed
during this period. Part of the surplus energy is stored locally
for later use and the remaining is exported to N_America
where there is a shortage of locally generated electricity. During 1 pm - 1 am when NE_Asia stays at night, its neighbours
currently at daytime export electricity back to NE_Asia, especially N_America, which shows the daily complementarity of
renewable energy sources among regions, especially the solar
generation. It is shown in Fig. 1(a) that compared to summer,
PV cells produce less electricity (lower CF) while wind turbines generate more electricity (higher CF), which shows the
seasonal complementarities of renewable generation.
The monthly electricity imports and exports of each region
are summarized in Fig. 2, where positive and negative bar values represent import and export, respectively. The utilization
factors of transmission interconnectors are shown in Fig. 4.
274

FIGURE 2. Monthly imports and exports of electricity.

As in Fig. 2, NE_Asia is dominated by the import (average 193 TWh, 16% of its demand) while Europe (11 TWh,
3%) and N_America (31 TWh, 6%) are dominated by the
export. The reason is NE_Asia (14584 TWh) has nearly
1.5 times of the total demands of Europe (4216 TWh)
and N_America (5846 TWh), and thus mass electricity is
needed to maintain demand-supply balance compared to its
neighbours. Fig. 4 shows that the annual utilization factors
of transmission interconnectors ‘Europe-NE_Asia’, ‘EuropeN_America’ and ‘NE_Asia-N_America’ are roughly 46%,
54% and 53%, respectively.
C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In order to investigate how the capital cost per unit of storage
system and transmission interconnector affects the economic
benefits that interconnection would introduce, a set of scenarios are obtained to examine the interplay between the storage
system and the transmission interconnector with respect to
regional LCOE drop brought by interconnection.
The capital cost per unit of storage system and transmission
interconnector are raised from 0.7x to 1.4x and 0.85x to 1.4x,
respectively, according to [53], both with an interval of 0.05x
(180 pairs in total). For each cost pair, regional LCOE as well
as overall annual cost before and after the interconnection is
calculated and the corresponding cost drop is finally obtained.
It is worth noting that the optimal interconnection scheme is
determined by the proposed planning model rather than being
manually set. Fig. 3 gives the results of regional LCOE drop
under different cost pairs, where red circles are several key
points and asterisk is the value under basic settings of capital costs. The drop of overall LCOE and the interconnector
capacities are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Fig.3 (a) shows that when the storage cost per unit is
kept constant and transmission interconnector cost increases,
the LCOE drop of NE_Asia declines continuously; when
the storage cost is relatively low (e.g. 0.7x), above influence
of line cost on LCOE is less sensitive. The reasons are as
follows: when the installation of HVDC lines becomes more
expensive, the local storage system plays an increasingly
more important role in balancing supply and demand and thus
the economic benefits of interconnection would be weakened.
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FIGURE 3. Cost decrease under different cost pairs.

FIGURE 4. Transmission interconnector factors.
FIGURE 5. Overall LCOE decrease under different cost pairs.

Under constant transmission interconnector cost, the LCOE
drop climbs with increasing storage cost. This is because
higher storage system cost will lead to fewer energy storage
installations, thus NE_Asia will rely more on neighbours to
maintain system balance through transmission interconnectors. Furthermore, the LCOE drop shows less sensitivity to
the cost of the transmission interconnector than that of the
storage system because the investment in deploying HVDC
interconnectors takes a much smaller share of the annual
VOLUME 8, 2021

cost than deploying a storage system. Overall, with storage
cost no less than 0.7x and line cost no more than 1.4x, the
interconnection can yield a least 4% savings in NE_Asia’s
LCOE.
In Fig. 3 (b), the major difference is that under constant
transmission interconnector cost and with increasing storage
cost, the LCOE drop first climbs slightly then decreases and
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FIGURE 6. Overall LCOE decrease under different cost pairs.

finally remains nearly stable. The lower the transmission
interconnector cost, the longer the range for which the LCOE
drop is kept stable. The reasons why LCOE drop keeps nearly
unchanged are: N_America is dominated by export, which
indicates redundant local installations of RE sources; the
dispatch of those local generation sources can maintain the
system balance easily and only the essential capacities of
the storage system are needed, in this case, the capacities
of storage system can hardly decrease much despite its cost
per unit increasing and thus the interconnection can hardly
yield further cost reductions. Overall, an approximate 10%
of LCOE saving can be always achieved in N_America.
As shown in Fig. 3 (c), the LCOE drop of Europe shares
similar varying trends with N_America. The difference is that
the LCOE drop remains nearly unchanged for longer range at
the beginning when the storage system cost climbs and the
line cost is kept constant. Similarly, a reduction of 30% can
be easily achieved and at least 26% is obtained.
From the perspective of annual system cost, it is shown
in Fig. 3 (d) that at least a saving of 15% can be achieved
regardless of the variable costs of storage system and transmission interconnector. Additionally, a least reduction of 11%
can be achieved in terms of system overall LCOE (Fig. 5).
The above sensitivity analysis demonstrates the necessity of
interconnections among the three regions.
The proposed capacities of the transmission interconnectors, as in Fig. 6, are a minimum of 187 GW for
Europe-NE_Asia, 243 GW for NE_Asia-N_America while
the interconnection for Europe-N_America is not recommended, indicating that the interconnection between Europe
grid and N_America grid is less beneficial. There are two
primary reasons: the first is that the complementary effects
between Europe and N_America are weaker than other pairs;
second, the HVDC submarine power cable assumed to connect the two regions has a much higher capital cost per km
than an overhead line.
The comparison of annual investment costs based on power
series from 7 individual weather years and the representative
series we employed is illustrated in Table 2.
As shown in Table 2, when different weather years are
selected, the system annual cost varies a lot and the difference
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TABLE 2. Annual cost based on different weather year.

is about USD 86 billion (9%) for scenarios before the interconnection and USD 85 billion (11%) for those after the interconnection. Correspondingly, the saving of the total system
annual cost that the interconnection yields varies from a low
of 12% using ‘Year 2014’ to a high of 21% using ‘Year 2011’.
Additionally, the method of using representative series can
generally cast a descent reflection of the resources availability
within multi weather years in terms of the system annual cost
and system overall LCOE as well as the cost reductions. For
example, the annual cost after the interconnection is about
USD 836 billion when the values based on individual years
vary from USD 801 billion to USD 886 billion.
D. COMPLEMENTARY CHARACTERISTICS
OF TIME DIFFERENCES

In this paper, the complementary characteristics of approximately 8-hour time differences between Europe, NE_Asia,
and N_America are investigated first time. To achieve this,
the time differences among three regions have to be eliminated but each region spans at least two time zones itself.
It is therefore assumed that for each region, two scenarios
of regional hourly demand/generation power series generated
correspond to the two time zones, respectively. The results are
summarized in Table 3.
As shown in Table 3, when there were no time differences
being considered for Scenario 1 - 8, the transmission capacity of Europe-N_America would be at minimum 8 GW
in all scenarios while those of the other two transmission
interconnectors decrease, especially NE_Asia-N_America
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TABLE 3. Annual cost for scenarios without time differences.

TABLE 4. Geographical scope in this paper.

TABLE 5. Expected installations in 2030 and installed potentials

(GW).

where the capacity would drop by 63%; furthermore,
the annual cost increase in cases without consideration of
time differences is around 4% higher than that in the reference
scenario with consideration of time differences.
TABLE 6. Sources of historical statistics

E. N-1 SECURITY CONSIDERATION OF
INTERCONNECTORS BETWEEN THREE REGIONS

For such macro scale interconnections between regions,
it would be worth discussing the N -1 security consideration
of interconnectors. In the light of N -1 security consideration,
for the interconnectors between any pair of regions, one
additional DC link needs to be added. For the sake of simple
comparison, as a reference, Scheme 7 in Table 1 has a total
annual cost of USD 836 billion. For Scheme 7, if N -1 security
is considered, 3 additional DC lines will need to be added, and
this will result in a total annual cost of USD 839 billion, which
is just very slightly increased by 0.36% in comparison to that
of USD 836 billion without the consideration of N -1 security.
V. CONCLUSION

In this study, massive historical weather data of up to
7 years at highly temporal and spatial resolution for Europe,
North-East Asia, and North America have been downloaded,
converted, selected, and aggregated to generate the representative power series of wind, and solar generation. An integrated planning model coupled with dispatch to determine the
regional additional capacities of RE sources, storage systems
and transmission interconnectors has been presented, where
demands in 2050 are expected to be met by 100% renewable
generation. A sensitivity analysis has been presented to validate the robustness of the results to variable infrastructure
costs and to different weather years. The complementary
characteristic of around 8-hour time differences between
above three regions has been investigated for the first time.
The results have demonstrated that the interconnections
reduce the overall installations of RE sources and storage systems and thus yield a saving of around 18% in annual system
cost. Additionally, the regional LCOE will decrease by 31%,
10% and 10% for the Europe, NE_Asia and N_America,
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respectively where the interconnection capacities are 214 GW
for Europe-NE_Asia, 8 GW for Europe-N_America, and
520 GW for NE_Asia-N_America, respectively.
Sensitivity analysis shows that at least a reduction of 26%
for Europe, 4% for NE_Asia, and 10% for N_America, along
with 15% for annual cost can be achieved after the interconnections are deployed, despite variable infrastructure costs.
Although resources availability of different weather years
influences the system investment costs, the interconnection
can always bring an annual cost saving.
When there were no time differences, the transmission
capacity of Europe-N_America would be at minimum 8 GW
in all scenarios while those of the other two transmission
interconnectors decrease, especially NE_Asia-N_America
where the capacity would drop by 63%; furthermore,
the annual cost increase in cases without consideration
of time differences would be around 4% higher than
that in the reference scenario with consideration of time
differences, which indicates the benefits of time difference
related complementary effects of continental power grid
interconnections.
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TABLE 7. Monthly regional capacity factors of different technologies (%).

TABLE 8. Installed cost per unit of different interconnector types.

TABLE 10. Regional financial assumptions for technologies and

operational parameters.

TABLE 9. Information about transmission lines.

It should be emphasized herein that the relatively lower
projected cost data are used for Solar and Energy Storage
while the cost data used for UHVDC are taken from recent
projects and assumed to be unchanged in the future. This
would encourage more local installations of solar and energy
storage rather than interconnectors, which will lead to conservative results for interconnections. In addition, the total
cost with N -1 security consideration of 3 interconnections has
been just slightly increased by 0.36% in comparison to that
without the consideration of N -1 security.
This paper has been focused on the benefits of integration
via transmission links to show the merits of taking advantage of complementarities and a novel analysis of how a
global interconnected system would behave has been discussed. However, this paper has not considered the power
grid modeling at national level. In the future work, it would
be useful to consider a more detailed model of national grids
and hence the power flows between national grids within a
region. A well-known open question for any power system
expansion planning problem is how to deal with future uncertainties effectively. The basic principle is to use the up-to-date
projected generation and demand data, detailed network models, and most recent international and national energy policies available as well as the latest technological & market
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developments. Given the international drive towards a netzero strategy, further research is needed to refine the novel
models developed in this paper.
APPENDIX

Notes for references in Tables.
Table 5: The regional expected installations in 2030 come
from [54]–[56] for NE_Asia, from IRENA for Europe
and N_America. Hydro potentials are taken from [57],
[58]. The regional expected annual demands in 2050 are
from [4]. Table 8/9: The interconnection routes and investment costs are from [30]–[32], [59] and [60], [61], respectively. Table 10: The costs for 2040 were fed into the
model [15]. All the regions are assumed to share the same
assumptions. Information of PV and batteries are from [4],
[53]. Those of wind generation are from [4, 62].The hydro
cost is set as the global weighted average installed cost
in 2019 [63].
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TABLE 11. Additional annual costs of different technologies in each region (billion $).

TABLE 12. Proposed installed capacities of different technologies in each region including existing capacities In 2030 (GW).
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